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ABSTRACT

Background

The scientific exploration of Mars will require
the collection and return of subterranean samples
to Earth for examination. This necessitates the
useofsome
type of device or devices that
possesses the ability to effectively penetrate the
Martian surface, collect suitable samples and
return them to the surface in a manner consistent
with imposed scientific constraints. The first
opportunity for such a device will occur on the
2003 and 2005 Mars Sample Return missions,
being performed by NASA. This paper reviews
the work completed on the compilation of a
database containing viable penetrating and
sampling devices, the performance of a system
level trade study comparing selected devices to a
set of prescribed parameters and the employment
of a metric for the evaluation and ranking of the
traded penetration and sampling devices, with
respect to possible usage on the 03 and 05
sample return missions.
The trade study
performed is based on a select set of scientific,
engineering, programmatic and socio-political
criterion. The use of a metric for the various
penetration and sampling devices will act to
expedite current and future device selection.

The science goals of the Mars Surveyor Program
are designed to increase our knowledge on the
biologic potential that Mars currently possesses
or once had, through the search for various
indicators of past or present life. Additionally, a
greater understanding of Martian planetary
history and evolution is desired. In order to gain
access to much of the information that will aid in
unraveling these mysteries, the ability to study
various samples taken from the atmosphere,
surface and subsurface of Mars is required.
While previous Mars missions with in situ
analysis capabilities and the availability of Mars
meteorites has provided much information, the
MSR missions will provide relatively pristine
samples for in-depth and varied terrestrial based
laboratory analysis.

INTRODUCTION
Continuing the 1970’s exploration of the Martian
surface performed by the duo of Viking landers,
is the small armada of missions performed,
underway or planned in NASA’s Mars Surveyor
Program. Two of these missions, with launch
dates in 2003 and 2005, are the Mars Sample
Return (MSR) missions, which have been tasked
with the objective of collecting soil, rock and
atmosphere samples from Mars and returning
them safely to Earth for in-depth scientific
investigation.

The MSR missions consist oftwo
launches
performed in 2003 and 2005. Both launches will
contain nearly identical landers, with the second
of the two launch opportunities consisting of an
orbiter, in addition to, the lander in the payload.
Both landers are tasked with providing a means
for sample collection and for placing the
acquired samples into Mars orbit via the Mars
Ascent Vehicle (MAV) for rendezvous with the
05 launched Return Orbiter. After orbital
rendezvous, the samples will be returned to
Earth late in 2008. In order to accomplish this
objective, each lander is equipped with two
means of obtaining samples, one based on a
rover that is included as part of each lander
system and one tobe
based on the lander
platform itself. Sample acquisition and transfer
to the MAV is to be accomplished independently
by both the rover and the lander based sampling
system. Together, these methods are required,
over the course of no more than approximately
90 days, to transfer to the MAV a combined

cargo of at least 55 soil and rock samples with a
combined mass at a minimum of 500 grams, of
which approximately 350 grams must be
supplied by the lander.
Objective and Overview
The primary objective of this study was the
identification of potential lander based sample
acquisition systems, or simply called sampling
systems, and an evaluation of their effectiveness
for use on the 03 or 05 MSR missions, in the
event that an alternative is required to the current
lander based sample acquisition baseline system.
In accomplishing this, a database of possible
sampling techniques and technologies has been
complied. From this database, several concepts
were chosen and then described at the system
level. These sampling systems were subjected to
a systems level trade study to identify, compute
or estimate and compare the critical parameters
of importance tothe MSR missions. Lastly, a
metric was created by assigning weights to select
parameters forthe purpose of aiding in the
lander sampling system evaluation process so
that an optimal sampling system could then be
readily identified.

TRADE SPACES AND DESIGN OPTIONS
Five sampling system design options were
selected from a set of trade spaces that consist of
sample types and various sampling techniques
and technologies.
Trade Spaces
There are two primary trade spaces that have
been identified and compiled that are applicable
when choosing a system that must fit the
imposed constraints for use as a lander based
sampling system for MSR. These trade spaces
contain information concerning possible sample
types and sample acquisition techniques and
technologies. For ease of presentation, the major
areas of each trade space have been summarized
and combined to form one, new inter-related
trade space, as shown in Table la. This trade
space is organized by the major categories of
sample types that can be collected, by location,
and the techniques and technologies that are
feasible for sample acquisition in each category.
Sample techniques and technologies displayed in
the trade space are drawn from a range of
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Table 1b: Drilling Technology/Technique Trade Subspace
terrestrial applications and past planetary lander
mission instruments whose purpose was either
sample collection or manipulation. Table l b is a
subset of the trade space shown in Table l a and
lists major categories of drilling techniques and
technologies, which was identified as necessary
for deeper subsurface penetrations. It is noted
here that the trade space displayed in Table 1
only details the major sample types and
techniques and technologies, while some
additional categories not immediately applicable
to MSR are not included here. Also displayed in
Table l a arethe
options of packaging the
samples for transport during sampling operations
or using an intermediate container transfer, or
ICT.
To aid in the initial sample type and sampling
system down selection process from this trade
space, three high level mission drivers were
identified and utilized. These drivers relate to,
first, limitations on the sample mass that MSR is
designed to return, the role of the lander based
sampling system to provide a measure of
redundancy to the rover based sampling system
and, lastly, traditional constraints encountered in
all space missions.
0
Limitations on Sample Return Mass - As the
mass allocated to flying the acquired
samples to Earth is limited to between 500
and 1000 grams, the choice of what types of
sample to return should be optimized

0

0

between scientific value and sampling
system feasibility.
Rover Redundancy - In the MSR system
level requirements, both the rover and the
lander based sampling systems are
to
provide samples for Earth return, with the
lander system providing a larger bulk of the
samples. It is desirable that the lander
platform possess the ability to provide
additional sampling capability over its goal,
in the event the rover is unable to complete
the sampling potion of its mission.
Space Applications - Like all mechanisms
designed for unmanned space flight and
operations, the parameters of mass, volume,
power, energy, reliability, operational time,
automation, etc. are driving factors in
system design and selection.

Design Options
Five lander based sampling systems were
identified and evaluated for this trade study,
including the current 03 MSR lander based
sampling system baseline design. Each sampling
system can be decomposed into three main
subsystems, these being the
end
effector
subsystem, the deployment subsystem and the
Sample Transfer Chain (STC).
0
End Effector Subsystem - The portion of the
sampling system that actively acquires and
retrieves the samples from the in situ
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environment is classified as part of the End
Effector Subsystem.
Deployment Subsystem - The mechanisms
used as the interface between the end
effector and the lander platform are grouped
into the deployment subsystem.
This
subsystem also acts as the primary means in
which the end effector is moved between
sampling locations, deployed from the flight
configuration
to
the
operations
configuration and also serves to relocate
samples into the MAV.
Sample Transfer Chain - The Sample
Transfer Chain is defined as the mechanisms
and operations necessary to transfer the
samples from their in situ environment to
Earth. This trade study is only concerned
with the mechanisms and operations in the
STC that enable samples to be collected and
deposited into the MAV. Many components
of each of the identified sampling systems
belong to both the deployment subsystem
and the STC.
When choosing the five design options for the
trade study, the primary consideration was to
provide for a representative set of sample types
and subsystems, while still satisfying the three
previously identified drivers. The five sampling
systems are (named primarily by their end
effector): Deedri, scoop, ultrasonic drill,
penetrator and monolayer systems.
Deedri - The DEEP DRIll System, or
Deedri, is the current baseline lander based
sampling system for the MSR 03 mission.
This sampling system is being provided by
the Italian Space Agency, Agenzia Spaziale
Italiana or ASI, and features a system based
on
an
auger drill stem with a Polycrystalline Diamond (PCD) bit.
Core
samples are retrieved with this system down
todepthsof
half a meter. Operationally,
Deedri is deployed from the lander and by
alternating between drilling and coring,
retrieves and individually deposits each core
sample into a sample storage cache, which is
attached to the system drill box, shown in
Figure 1, atthe surface. After the sample
storage cache has been filled, Deedri is
aligned with the MAV where the sample
storage cache is then deposited into the
MAV .

Figure 1: Deedri Drill Box System
Scoop System - The scoop system is a
modification ofthe
Mars Volatiles and
Climate Surveyor (MVACS) Robotic Arm
(RA) and scoop end effector being used on
the Mars Surveyor 98 and 01 lander
missions. This system consists of a two
link, four degree of freedom RA that is
approximately 2.6 meters long with an
actuated scoop located on theendofthe
arm, as shown in Figure 2. Aggregate soil

Figure 2: MSR Lander with RA and Scoop End
Effector
and small pebble samples are obtained from
a relatively large sampling area, where a
kinematic depth of 0.8 meters is possible.
During operations, the RA is used to deploy

and position the scoop to a desired location.
There the arm and scoop undergo a series of
individual or combined articulations, based
onthemagnitudeof
the soil cohesion
strength,todigatrench
into the surface.
Samples of the material removed from this
trench are brought back periodically to the
lander based sample storage cache, asshown
in Figure 3 . Once the cache has been filled,
the
Combination
Sample
Figure 4: Penetrator
Storage Cache and End Effector

Figure 3 : Sample Storage CacheConcept
RA picks up, aligns and deposits the sample
storage cache into theMAV.
Ultrasonic
Drill
System
The
ultrasonic
drill is a relatively small end effector that is
placed on the end of the RA, which has been
previouslydescribed.
The ultrasonicdrill
obtainscoresamplesof
any material type
encountered by employing
ultrasonic
frequencyvibrations,achieving
maximum
depthsofapproximately
0. I3 meters (-5
inches). The ultrasonic drill’s operations are
similar to that described in the scoop system
section, in that the
ultrasonic
drill
is
positioned by the RA, and after penetration,
each sample must be returned to the lander
based sample storage cache. Once full, the
RA must deposit the sample storage
cache
into theMAV.
Penetrators - Thepenetrator system consists
of a combination sample storage cachelend,
effectorat the endof the RA, shown in
the
Figure 4, where room for halfof
required
penetrators
is located.
Each
penetrator consists of the penetrating barrel,
firing charge and a retrieval system, shown
in Figure 5. Near surface level core samples
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Figure 5: Penetrator Barrel, Firing and Retrieval
System, displaying sampling sequence
are obtained by firing the penetratorinto the
soil or rock and then retrieving the sample
through a reeling system and line attached to
each
penetrator.
Operationally,
the
RA
moves thecombination cachefend effector
to each sampling location and then deposits
the cache into the MAV once all penetrators
have been firedandretrieved.Thesecond
combination cachelendeffector is attached
to the RA and this sequenceis repeated.
Monolayer - Themonolayer system consists
of a series of plates that are attached to the
end of the RA and have an adhesive applied
toone side. These plates can be pressed
against the ground to obtain the top layer, or
monolayer, of the ground soil, or the surface
of a nearby rocktogathersettleddust
samples or held up
freely
collect
to
atmosphere particles.
dust
borne
Operationally, each plate is attached to the
RA, used for sampling and then deposited

into the MAV. This sequence is repeated
until the plate supply has been exhausted.
TRADE STUDY SUMMARY
Over 70 different parameters at the system level,
divided over the broad categories of engineering,
scientific, programmatic and socio-political,
were identified. Each parameter was calculated
or estimated through order of magnitude
calculations, design similarity, packaged
software programs or qualitative estimations. As
no more that the five most critical parameters in
each category were used in the metric creation,
to be discussed in the following sections, only
those parameters used as criteria will be
discussed here.

0

Engineering
0

The five critical engineering parameters are
familiar for their consistent appearance in space
application design, these being: mass, power,
energy, volume and operational time. The
calculation of the engineering parameters for
each design were normalized with respect to
what was necessary for each system to achieve
either the collection of the required 350 grams of
samples or the maximum sample collection mass
possible for that system, if less than the required
amount.
Scientific
The five critical scientific parameters deal with
the anticipated scientific value that the collected
samples would possess in meeting the science
goals previously stated. The five parameters are:
sample type, sample condition, forward
contamination,
cross contamination and
sampling flexibility.
0
Sample Type - Each sampling system
obtains a sample that has an intrinsic
scientific value, which is partly a
combination of the type and in situ location
ofthe sample. For example, core samples
have an intrinsically higher scientific value
than dust samples, with respect to the
science goals previously lain out. Many
pieces of geologic information, like
stratigraphy for example, are not present or
as accurately conveyed with any other
sample type than a core sample.
Additionally, the ability to sample the
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subsurface is highly desirable, with deeper
being equated to better. This is true even for
the ranges of the sampling techniques
presented in this study, as samples taken at
depths of around 0.5 meters may be deep
enough to reach below the oxidizing layer
while samples collected at shallower depths
will not penetrate this layer.
Sample Condition - To judgethe scientific
value of the retrieved sample, the condition
of the sample must be accounted for, in
addition to its type and in situ location.
Three separate sub-parameters have been
used to determine a sample’s condition,
which are the maximum center line
temperature, and the amount of breakage
and compression that the sample would be
subjected to during the range of sampling
operations.
Forward Contamination - To help maximize
the scientific value of the samples during
sampling operations, contamination from
terrestrial sources should be minimized or
eliminated where possible. Possible sources
of contamination from terrestrial sources
include bio material not removed prior to
launch, exhaust from the landers decent
rocket engines, or the material used in the
sampling
system’s
construction
or
lubrication.
As is it
assumed after
examination of each of the sampling system
concepts that the pre-flight bio burden can
be reduced to approximately equal levels,
the only parameters that were used in
determining
a
sampling
system’s
susceptibility to forward contamination was
the system’s ability to work around or
negate the effects ofthe rocket exhaust
during descent and the system’s material
selections.
Cross Contamination - A key factor in
deciphering the scientific information
present in each of the returned samples is
the knowledge of where the sample was
located in its in situ environment. Any
mixing, or cross contamination, of samples
will cloud this knowledge, potentially
severely reducing the scientific value of
each sample.
Sampling Flexibility - The sampling
system’s ability to respond to unanticipated
or unanticipatable conditions and to be able
to offer ground based controllers a choice in
sample selection is highly desirable, both

froma
scientific as well as engineering
perspective. A large samplingareaanda
small sensitivity to local terrain conditions,
increases the numberof potential samples
that can be obtained.
Programmatic
The range of programmatic
critical parameters
cover issues important to all space missions as
well as MSR specific issues. The issues
addressed are: risk, cost, total retrieved sample
mass, technology readiness and scalability. Risk
andtechnologyreadinesswereevaluated
by
examining a number of sub-parameters for each
sampling system, that cover both hardware and
operations
required
for successful mission
completion. Cost for each model was generated
using a commercially available parametric cost
analysis software
package.
Required
sample
mass
was
taken
from
the system level
requirements or the maximum mass obtainable,
if less than the requiredamount.
Scalability
relates to future use issues in the MSR 05
mission and future missions, primarily expressed
in terms
maximum
of sampling
depth
achievable.

Table 3 : Sampling System Evaluation Matrix

Socio-Political
Severalparametersassociatedwith
the MSR
hold the possibility ofgenerating large sociopolitical interests, such as back contamination or
nuclear
power
sources, but are outside the
contextof this trade study. Theone
sociopolitical parameterevaluated
deals with the
sampling
system’s
potential for terrestrial
applications.
METRIC

In order to provide a means of evaluating
the
varioussamplingsystems
identified, ametric
was
created
by
weighting the different
parameters and parameter categories. The 16
parameters used as the criteria have already been
discussed in the previous section. The weighting
values that were chosen are based on the
author’s knowledgeofspacemission
design,
with input on the scientific criteria. Shown in
Table 3 are the criteria, weighting factors and
scores of eachsamplingsystem.High
scores
represent superior systems, based on the criteria
priorities chosen, with a maximum score of 100
possible. As the priorities, and hence the

weighting, are changed, the metric created will
produce differing results, as shown by example
in the preceding section.
RESULTS
0

After evaluating each of the sampling systems
with the selected criteria and weights, the
optimal sampling system was the penetrator
system, while the system that received the lowest
score is the current MSR baseline! From Table
3 , it is apparent that the engineering impact
criteria wasthe category where the penetrator
system and Deedri received the deciding scores,
as their science and programmatic scores were
relatively similar. The low engineering score
that Deedri obtained was due in part to the
higher mass and volume and relatively large
power and energy budget that it has. The
following discussion is a breakdown of the
results for each category, looking briefly at the
high and low ranked systems and the penetrator
system, which was the overall optimal sampling
system.
0
Engineering Impact - The monolayer
sampling system was shown to be the
optimal system in terms of engineering
impact criteria. This is to be expected as it
possesses few complex systems in the end
effector system or sample transfer chain, as
theend effector is a static structure that
doubles as the sample storage cache. By far
the lowest engineering impact score was
assigned to Deedri, as the forecasted
engineering parameter budgets were
relatively large, due to
the
complexity
needed in obtaining the deeper core
samples. The penetrator system came in a
close second behind the monolayer system.
As much of theenergy needed for the actual
sampling procedure is stored in chemical
form as explosive charges and the
penetration procedure is very fast, low
energy and fast operational time are
characteristics of thepenetrator system.
0
Science - The high and low scores seen in
the science category are reversed from the
engineering category. Deedri received the
top score for science return, as it returns
relatively deep core samples, compared to
the samples returned by the monolayer
system, which are subject to heavy forward
contamination and provide much smaller

0

amounts of geologic, biologic and chemical
information.
The penetrator system
received an average score, as it obtains
valuable core samples, but only at very
shallow depths.
Programmatic - The scores received by the
sampling systems in the programmatic
category were all very closely grouped, with
the exception of the scoop system. As this
system has the greatest heritage of any of
the sampling systems because it is a slightly
larger scaled version of previous flight
tested systems, it scores comparatively high
in areas of risk, cost and technology
readiness. The lowest programmatic score
was received by the monolayer system, due
to the fact that it can not meet the sample
return mass requirement of 350 grams. It
can be argued that as this system can not
meet one of the system level requirements, it
should be discarded from further
consideration.
Socio-Political - In terms of terrestrial
application tothe
drilling and sampling
industries, the application of the scoop and
monolayer systems was very low, while
both Deedri and the ultrasonic drill system
receives high ratings.
As terrestrial
applicability was based on robotic handling,
rate of penetration and achievable depth, the
robotic handling characteristics of Deedri
and the rate of penetration characteristic for
the ultrasonic drill make these possible
candidates for further study in regards to
terrestrial spin off applications.
The
penetrator system received average scores in
this category, as penetrators are already used
for certain types of terrestrial sampling.

Variations
An important variation to the evaluation results
presented is the assignment of a maximum score
to Deedri in the cost category. As Deedri is
being provided for use on MSR by ASI, from
NASA’s perspective it can be considered almost
free. With this additional benefit, Deedri is
shown to receive a much larger score and
practically ties the penetrator system as the
optimal sampling system. Another option to
consider is the re-weighting of the relative value
of the science and engineering scores. As all of
the systems presented pose reasonable values in

the engineering category, the additional benefits
of reduced mass, power, etc. could be reduced in
comparison
with
the
science
goals.
Downgrading the engineering weights to 5% of
the total and upgrading science to 55% of the
total, results in raising the Deedri system ranking
to nearly the top and when combined with the
zero cost modifier, it far surpasses the other
sampling systems.
SUMMARY
As seen from the Results section, the optimal
system that the metric produces is strongly
dependent on the choice of criterion priorities.
When judging
the
systems on a balanced
weighting of engineering, science and
programmatic criteria, the penetrator system
appears to be optimal. When taking into account
“real world” considerations of no cost to NASA
and downgrading the additional engineering
benefits for the sake of better science return, then
Deedri appears as the optimal system. As the
final system selection is highly dependent on
weight selection, this metric should not be used
blindly, but rather as a tool in assessing strengths
and weaknesses of different sampling systems.
FUTURE WORK
As many of the science goals identified in the
Mars exploration program can only be answered
by obtaining samples from depths approaching 4
km, a sampling system capable of attaining such
depths is required. The process of analyzing
sampling systems for use on the 03 MSR
missions should be the start of a broader study of
sampling system technologies and mission
sequence paths that will be capable of
increasingly deep exploration.
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